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All of Finney Funeral Services’ coffins and 
caskets are proudly manufactured right here in 
Tasmania with an emphasis on quality, design 
and craftsmanship. Our range extends from 
basic care and custom wood coffins through to 
highly finished solid timber caskets, with costs 
dependent on the construction quality,  
finish and style.

We are also able to personalise coffins  
to your requirements.

We continually listen to our 
clients and the industry. 
With the experience of our 
management team, we are 
well equipped to handle 
any request. Our catalogue 
displays a selection of our 
product range.
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Timber Veneer  
Coffins



Devon

The Devon is a craftwood constructed coffin with plain 
sides and a flat lid with a satin oak finish. Lined with  

plisse lining and consisting of plastic hardware.
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Bradford

The Bradford is a craftwood constructed coffin with fluted 
sides and a single raised lid with a polished walnut finish. 

Lined with plisse lining and consisting of  
plastic hardware.
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Byron

The Byron is a dark grain two toned craftwood 
constructed coffin with a single raised lid, consisting of 

satin lining and plastic hardware.
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Topaz 8

The Topaz is a two toned craftwood constructed coffin 
with a single raised lid, consisting of satin lining  

and plastic hardware. Oversize available.



Frederick

The Frederick is a craftwood veneer constructed coffin 
with a double raised lid with fluted sides, finished in a 

highly polished sapelle colour. Lined with satin drapery 
and consisting of plastic hardware.
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Camden

The Camden is a craftwood veneer constructed coffin 
with a double raised lid with fluted sides, finished in a 

rosewood colour. Lined with satin drapery and consisting 
of plastic hardware.
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Gardinia

The Gardinia is a craftwood veneer constructed coffin, 
painted white with a double raised lid and fluted sides. 

Lined with satin drapery and consisting of  
plastic hardware.
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County

The County is a craftwood constructed coffin with fluted 
sides and a single raised lid with a maple veneer satin finish. 
Lined with plisse lining and consisting of plastic hardware. 

Oversize available.
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Quality Timber 
Veneer Coffins



Tasmanian  
Blackwood

The Tasmanian Blackwood is a blackwood timber veneer 
constructed coffin with a single raised lid and satin finish. 
Lined with satin drapery and consisting of gold drop-bar 

handles and gold adornments.
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Tasmanian 
Myrtle

The Tasmanian Myrtle is constructed from myrtle timber 
veneer with a single raised lid and satin finish. Lined with 

satin and consisting of gold drop-bar handles and adornments.
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Montrose

The Montrose is a craftwood veneer constructed coffin 
with a high domed lid and satin finish in a high gloss 

dark mahogany colour. Lined with satin upholstery and 
consisting of drop-bar handles.
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Environmental 
Coffins made from 
natural materials



Leaving Lightly is a natural and environmentally friendly alternative 
to traditional particle board, chipboard and timber burial coffins. 

They have extra thick honeycomb and corrugated panels that exceed 
all the normal requirements of a quality coffin and are made from 

100% biodegradable post-consumer recycled cardboard.  
The external appearance of the coffin can be traditional with dignified 

characteristics, natural “kraft” finish or can even be personalised  
painted or decorated by friends and family.
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A PeacePod® isn’t just a coffin, it’s an entirely new concept in 
funeral vessel design. This innovative casket draws on aesthetic and 

environmental benefits and was developed over many years,  
in simple terms, it is a cardboard casket that can be personalised and 
decorated in any way. PeacePod® is suitable for cremation or burial.
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The Wicker is made from woven cane. It is lined with a 
natural cotton drapery and has natural rope fibre handles.
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Solid Timber Coffins 
made from a variety 
of quality timbers



Denman Cedar

The Denman Cedar is a solid cedar timber coffin with 
panelled sides and a domed lid, with a satin finish.  
Interior lined with satin and consisting of drop-bar  

handles and silver adornments.
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Dark Denman  
Cedar

The Dark Denman Cedar is a solid cedar timber 
constructed coffin with panelled sides and a domed lid, 

with a highly polished finish. Interior lined with satin and 
consisting of drop-bar handles and silver adornments.
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Colonial Pine

The Colonial Pine is a solid pine constructed coffin with 
a satin finish. Lined with high quality satin interior and 

consisting of gold plastic drop-bar hardware.
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The Colonial natural is a solid pine constructed coffin 
with no finish. Lined with high quality satin interior and 

consisting of rope handles.
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Solid Timber Caskets 
made from a variety 
of quality timbers



The Grecian Urn is a solid timber constructed casket with 
a rosewood colour finish. Lined with Satin upholstery and 

consisting of metal and timber drop-bar handles.
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Tasmanian  
Blackwood Casket

The Tasmanian Blackwood Casket is a solid blackwood 
timber constructed casket with a hinged lid and casket locks.  

Lined with a satin interior and consisting of metal and 
timber hardware.
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Hartfield

The Hartfield is a solid timber constructed casket 
with a hinged lid and casket locks. Lined with velvet 

upholstery and mattress and consisting of timber 
extension bar handles.
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Siera Bronze

The Sierra Bronze is a steel gauge constructed casket with 
a hinged lid and casket locks. Lined with velvet interior 
and mattress and consisting of extension bar handles.
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Children’s Timber 
Veneer Coffins



Adolescent

This coffin is a craftwood veneer construction and 
painted white. Lined with satin drapery and consisting 
of plastic hardware. This can be made to specific size 

requirements.
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Infant

This coffin is a craftwood veneer construction and 
painted white. Lined with satin drapery and consisting 
of plastic hardware. This can be made to specific size 

requirements, most suited for infants.
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34 Nunamina Avenue,  
Kings Meadows, Launceston, Tasmania 7249

P (03) 6343 2266  |  F (03) 6343 2393 
E info@finneyfunerals.com.au
W finneyfunerals.com.au

We bring together families to 
celebrate memories  

and a life lived.


